FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
Societe des Droits de FHomme* is typical of the tendencies
of those bodies: it demanded an annually elected executive,
universal suffrage, communal autonomy, free public education,
a generalized jury system, a better division of labour, a more
equitable sharing of wealth, and a federation of Europe based
on popular sovereignty and on free trade. Side by side with
such societies went propaganda by pamphlet and Press. The
ex-Liberal National, under the brilliant editorship first of
Carrel then of Marrast, assisted by Gamier Pag&s, took on
after 1830 a democratic tinge that became, increasingly redder.
The National, however, remained convinced of the necessity
for political reform before any attempt was made at tackling
the social problem. A more advanced social standpoint was put
forward, first by Marrast in the Tribune, and later by Arago
in the Reforme. "We want," said Marrast, "social reform
through the political instruments that work on a nation. We
demand the organization of society by justice by means of the
Republic. This can be realized in two ways—violent revolution
and the peaceful education of public opinion: both are com-
patible with popular sovereignty and we accept them both."
The Paris papers, with their comparatively large circulation,
did not, of course, stand alone; they were but the leaders of
a vast provincial Press, rejoicing in freedom from censorship,
and gradually building up in the minds and hearts an attach-
ment to the Republican idea which was to remain, sometimes
active, sometimes dormant, but never wholly extinct, through-
out the century, in spite of the vicissitudes of the Central
Government. The proclamation of the Republic in 1848, its
resurrection in 1870 and its steady persistence since, cannot
be properly understood without realizing the strength of
Republican feeling in many a provincial family whose con-
victions were never shaken by the vagaries of the Paris mob or
dazzled out of existence by the pomp of the Second Empire.
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In a very short time after the failure of the Republican
party in 1830 to rise to the occasion and seize a power that
1 Not to be confused with the society of the same name founded at the
end of the century.
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